
Sanitise hands before and after the class
for instructor and student.
The instructor should wear a mask or similar
protection during the kite class.
 Access the beach through the left walkway and
exit using the right walkway.
 Avoid crowds at the school's flag by taking fixed
appointments for your course.
 Instructor and student will fill a self
certification form confirming they have no
symptoms of COVID-19.
 Cleaning of bars and pumps after each course.
 Use of one single kite equipment per student
and per class.
 Minimise risks by using short lines and smaller
kites.
 Use of radio-helmets when possible. On the
beach, instructor will be on most leeward
position on the side of student, but not behind.
 While in water, mantain distance with other
riders of st least 3 times the length of your lines.
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Learn Kitesurf and
ride safely in Tarifa

ASEKITA action protocol

Always follow the recommendations of
the authorities. If kitesurf is not allowed,
no do not enter the water.

Kitesurf safely, always taking necessary
measures to guarantee your and others
safety. Avoid adding load to  the
healthcare system.

In ocean, maintain a safe distance
between riders. You will avoid the risk of
contagion of COVID-19 and prevent
collisions..

Try kitesurfing in an area away from
bathers, crowds of other riders, it will
avoid contagions.

To keep safe at sea, lifejackets and
neoprene must be worn at all times
riding. With offshore winds, rescue
boats must be present.

TARIFA
Tarifa has large areas to learn and practice
kitesurf safely and avoiding crowds.
Being the capital of wind of Europe, Tarifa has a
large number of professional schools with
extensive experience in the world of kitesurfing.

 
Common sense is necessary for everyone's safety.

Secured Kite Zone

PAYMENT:

Before taking your course, schools

should receive payment before in order to

avoid cash collection and contact with money.

SOURCE: ASEKITA / FAV / IKO / VDWS / IFKO
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